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Abstract 
Malajovich, G., On generalized Newton algorithms: quadratic convergence, path-following and 
error analysis, Theoretical Computer Science 133 (1994) 65-84. 
Newton iteration is known (under some precise conditions) to converge quadratically to zeros of 
non-degenerate systems of polynomials. This and other properties may be used to obtain theorems 
on the global complexity of solving systems of polynomial equations (See Shub and Smale in 161). 
using a model of computability over the reals. 
However, it is not practical (and not desirable) to actually compute Newton iteration exactly. In 
this paper, approximate Newton iteration is investigated for several generalizations of the Newton 
operator. Quadratic convergence theorems and a robustness theorem are extended to approximate 
Newton iteration, generalizing some of the results in 161. The results here can be used to prove 
complexity theorems on path following algorithms for solving systems of polynomial equations, 
using a model of computation over the integers (Malajovich [3]). 
1. Introduction 
The classical Newton operator for approximating a zero of a system of n poly- 
nomial equations f= ( fi, . . . , fn) in n variables is given by the formula: 
N”“(f) : @“+@“, 
x H x-Df(X)-lf(X). 
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It is well-known that once a point x0 is near enough of a nondegenerate zero [ of 
,f(i.e. a zero [ of,fwith rank of([)= n), the sequence (xi), defined by xi+ 1 = N”“(f)(xi), 
converges quadratically to [. This means that the error 11 xi - < /I 2 is, roughly speaking, 
at most squared at each iteration. Therefore, given such x0, in order to obtain an 
approximation of i with precision E, it suffices to perform O(log-logs) iterations of 
the Newton operator Naff. 
A rigorous analysis of Newton iteration appears in Smale [lo]. Criterions based 
solely on the knowledge off and x are given in order to guarantee quadratic 
convergence properties. 
Newton iteration can be used to approximate zeros of systems of equations by means 
of path-following (see Morgan [4]). Let.f; be a family of systems of n equations of degree 
d=(lr,, .., d,) in n variables. Let us assume that f; depends smoothly on t, and is 
parametrized by a multiple of arc length. Let z0 be a good approximation of a zero offb. 
Then, generically, a zero of.f, may be approximated through the following recurrence: 
provided that the number N of homotopy steps is big enough. Shub and Smale gave in 
[6] an explicit N in terms of max di, the length of the curve f;, and the condition 
number p(J) (to be defined below). 
Those results can be used to obtain theorems on the global complexity of approxi- 
mating (in a very precise sense) the zeros of a system of polynomial equations (Shub 
and Smale [7,8,9]) using a model of complexity over the real numbers, where it is 
assumed that real number computations can be performed exactly and at unit cost 
(See Blum et al. [2]). 
If one wishes to obtain complexity bounds under a more traditional model of 
computation (BSS over Z, or Turing) one can perform all operations exactly using 
rationals. Unfortunately, coefficient size (number of bits) may be multiplied by 
a constant at each iteration, so that the cost of approximating a zero would likely be 
exponential in the number of iterations. 
The subject of this paper is an alternative, more practical approach. It turns out that 
theorems on quadratic convergence (e.g. Theorems 1, 3 and 5 below) and on path- 
following (e.g. Main Theorem of [6]) can be extended to approximate Newton 
iteration. Namely: 
If Newton iteration is computed with error 6, under certain conditions, we obtain 
a sequence (Zi) approximating a zero 5 with error bounded by max(2-2’P’,66) 
(Theorems 2, 4 and 6 below). 
The path-following problem can be solved within 
1001ength(.f;)~(.f,)2(maxdi)3’2 
homotopy steps with accuracy: 
lO(max di)3’2p(,ft) 
(Theorem 10). 
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(The precise statement of the theorems is left for Section 2, since it requires some 
additional definitions.) 
Thus, finite precision arithmetic may be used to obtain good approximation of 
zeros of polynomials through Newton iteration. Constructing an approximate New- 
ton operator with error 6 is not difficult. It is possible to bound its complexity in terms 
of 6 and p(J) (see Malajovich [3]). 
If we are given a system of n polynomial equations in II variables (xi, . . , x,), it is 
convenient to homogenize the system by introducing a new variable x0, so that each 
monomial in f; will have degree di = degfi : each monomial 
l<j<n 
is replaced by 
If (x 1, . . . , x,) is a zero of the original system, then (1 : x1 : ... : x,) is a zero of the 
homogeneous system. If (z :x1 : ... :x,) is a zero of the homogeneous system, and if 
z #O, then (x1/z, . . , x,/z) is a zero of the original system. 
If z = 0, we say that (0 : x1 : ... : x,) is a zero at injinity. Zeros at infinity are important 
for the complexity analysis of the classical Newton iteration ([S]), and can be treated 
as ordinary zeros for more generalized versions of Newton iteration. 
The whole theory becomes simpler by considering the projectivizations of the space 
of polynomial systems and of the space C”” of the roots, and the writing all the 
formulas in an unitary invariant form, following [6]. Therefore, Df(x) is a (n + 1) x n 
matrix, and we have to define more general versions of Newton iteration. 
2. Definitions and main results 
Let ~‘8~ be the space of all systems of u homogeneous polynomials in n + 1 complex 
variables, of degree d = (d, , d2, . . . , d,), with complex coefficients. Let D = max di, and 
assume D 32. The space s’& is endowed with the unitarily invariant Kostlan norm 
II. Ilk, defined by llfIIk=J’~, where 
llJllk=&g=Jx. 
The Kostlan norm 11 . Ilk induces a metric dproj(f; g)=minn /I if--g Ilk/II g Ilk in Xd. 
A zero offg%d is a point [ECP” such thatf(i)=O. Alternatively, it is a line through 
the origin in C”” such that f(i) = 0 for all < in that line. 
Let f~%‘~, and x range over C”’ ‘. Df(x) is a linear operator from C”” into C”. 
A generalized Newton operator is defined by the mapping 
NV : x H x - Df(x) I v(x) - ‘f(x), 
where V is a smooth family of hyperplanes in C”“, V(ax)=aV(x), and each V(s) 
contains the point x. V(x) will inherit the metric of @“+l. The notation 
of(x)~V& ‘f(x) represents a point of V(x), as contained in @“+ ‘. 
Different choices of V lead to different versions of Newton iteration, as we will see. 
To each generalized Newton operator, we can associate a few invariants. Those are 
functions of 2; x C’+ ‘, and are invariant under the group generated by the following 
transformations: 
unitary: 
(.f;x) H (f‘ u-‘, Ux), U/EU(n+ 1); 
scaling: 
(fi,...Ax) ++ (al.fi,...,a,.~,h.u), Ui, bE@, 
Scaling invariance implies that those invariants can be considered as functions of 
P(&) x CP”. We define 
Y(.Lz)=y(z)=max 1,11~11~ max { kaI (A II D.f(Z)l vi ’ Dk.f(4 II 2 )‘;“-‘}3 
Here, we have always ;’ > I. Also, D k f’(z) is a multilinear operator from (C’ + ’ )” into 
C”. Therefore, those definitions are slightly different from the ones in [6], where 
okf(z) is restricted to what we call V(X)~. 
Invariance of c(, p and 7 follows from the definitions. 
2.1. The Netvton operator in qfine space 
If we set 
V(x) = x + (O,y1, ft., yn) 
we obtain the (classical) Newton operator in affine space Narf. If n(z,-,) is small enough, 
successive iterates of z,, will converge quadratically to a zero of ,jI The following 
theorem is essentially the Quadratic Convergence Theorem by Shub and Smale in [6]. 
Theorem 1. Letf~Y~. Let z~E@“+’ huve its$rst coordinate nonzero. Let aaff(zO) < l/8. 
Let the sequence (zi) he dejined Hal zi+ I= N aff (Zi). Then there is a zero 5 off such that 
d,,,j(zi,i)62~“~‘. 
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Above, distance in projective space is measured by 
dproj tx3 Y) = 2@” { ““,;;:“2}. 
There is a robust form of this theorem, that incorporates some error in each 
iteration. Since N”“(f; zi) scales in 11 Zi 11 2, it makes sense to measure the error at each 
iteration by 
IIZi+l-Naff(f;Zi)l12 
lIZill . 
Indeed, we will prove 
Theorem 2. LetfeXd, let QE@“+~, let thejirst coordinate qf z,, be nonzero, and let 6 3 0 
verifv: (~““(~z,)+6)~““(f;z,)<1/16, and gaff (1; z,)6 < l/384. Let the sequence (zi), 
where the $rst coordinates of zi and z0 are equal, verzfy: 
Then there is a zero < off such that 
d,,,j(zi,i)dmax(2~2’~‘,66) 
Another version of the affine Newton operator was constructed by Morgan [4] by 
fixing a random vector y, and setting V(x) = x + y ‘. This random change of coordinates 
allows him to use the classical Newton operator (in affine space) with systems that 
have zeros at infinity. There are more general Newton operators that allow to 
approximate zeros at infinity. 
2.2. The Newton operator in projective space 
If we define 
V(x)=x+x’ 
we obtain the Newton operator in projective space, which may also be described by 
where x* means complex transpose of x. This operator was defined by Shub [S]. 
We will prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 3. Let fEA$ and let z~E@“+’ be such that ~~‘~j(z~)< l/32. Let the sequence 
(zi) be de$ned by zi+ 1 = NPrOj(Zi). Then there is u zero [ offsuch that dproj(Zi, [)<2P2’P’. 
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Theorem 4. Let TEXT, zO~Cn+’ und assume that S>,O verijies: 
(~“‘“‘(~z~)+S)~~‘“‘(,l;z~)< l/32, and yP’“J(.f; zo)6 < l/640. Let the sequence (zi) verijjx 
IIzi+I-i\ip’“iif;zi)llZ~~ 
II zi II 2 
Then there is a zero [ off such that 
dp,,j(Zi,i)bmax(2-2’-‘, 106) 
2.3. Pseudo Ne\r,ton operator 
If we make 
V(x) = x + ker Df(x)’ 
we obtain the pseudo-Newton operator: 
Np=“(X) =x - D,f(x)+.f’(x) 
where A + is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A, defined by: 
This notation refers to the case rank Df’(x)= n. In the case rank Df(x) <n, the 
operator N rseu is not defined. 
An equivalent definition in our case is the following: in the particular case the 
matrix to invert is diagonal, we set: 
I 
t = -I,;’ --1 A2 . 
2, c 
“-1 
4l I. 0 
Then we extend this definition to all matrices of rank n by setting, for any U, 
V unitary: 
(U/IV)+= V*/l+U* 
A very important property of the pseudo-inverse of A : @“+ ’ +@” is that A + y is the 
vector of minimal norm in the linear space A- ' y. Hence, 
when V ranges over all hyperplanes through the origin. This Newton operator was 
suggested by Allgower and Georg Cl]. We will prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 5. Let_feSd ad let zO~Cn+’ be such that M~~~“(z~)< l/8. Let the sequence (Zi) 
be dejned by zi+ r = N pse”(zi). Then there is u zero i oj:fsuch that dp,,j(zi,[)<22”-‘. 
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Theorem 6. Let&%$, z~EC+~ andlet6~0uerify:(~P”‘“(f;~,,)+~)ypse”(f;~0)<1/16, 
and ypSe”(A z,)6< l/384. Let the sequence (zi) verijy: 
/IZi+l~NpSe”~J;Zi~llZ~~ 
II zi II 2 
Then there is a zero [ off such that: 
dp,,j(zi,i)bmax(2-2’~1,66). 
2.4. Path-following and conditioning 
The robustness results in [6] come out naturally in the generalized case. 
define some more invariants associated to a generalized Newton operator: 
~~~~~=~~~~~~/IfII~lI~f~~~~~~x~~1~~~~~JdiII~IId~~1~lI~~~ 
qtf; xJ = II diadd; ’ II x II Fdd)f(x) II 2 
llfllk 
We can 
Invariants p and q are invariants under unitary transformations and under scalings 
of the form (f; x) H (aJ bx), a, bs@*. The following estimates relate p and q to fl and y: 
The first estimate is obvious. The second one follows from the same proof as in 
Shub and Smale [6], III-1 and (in the case y = 1) from the fact 1 d D 3’2/2 when D 3 2. 
Also, as in [6], the following estimates are true. 
Lemma 1. 
P(S,i)G 
P(.L i)(l +dproj(f, 9)) 
l-fidp,,j(f;g)P(.Li)’ 
The number of steps and precision necessary for following a path (ft,&) will depend 
on the following Theorems, that are modified versions of Theorem 3 in [6], I-3. 
Theorem 7. There are E=0.02, ii=O.O5 such that, if?> 1 and 
- Il”“(~i)~““(l;i)~~lY; 
~ dproj (xv i) G U/Y; 
- Yaff(J;i)d”j. 
Then setting x’= N”“(f,x), and <’ the zero associated to x’, we get 
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Theorem 8. There are X = 0.0 I, ti = 0.005 such that, [f 72 1 and 
~ rlproj(~i)~proj(,~5)f~iY; 
~ dproj(-xr <) < U/+7; 
~ Yproj(~;)~Y. 
Then setting .x’=NP“‘j(j;. Y , ) and [’ the zero associated to x’, we get 
Theorem 9. There are U = 0.02, U = 0.05 suck that, if’*7 > 1 and 
~ P/pseu(J i)Pc”“‘“(.f; i) <r/j? 
~ dproj (x, i) d ul;l; 
~ yP”‘“(f;[)<$ 
Then setting x’= Np”e”(,f; s), and [’ the zero associated to x’, we yet 
It is immediate that: 
Corollary 1. In each of the three cases N = Naff, N proj, NpSeu, there are Cc, U such that, if 
?/>I und 
Then setting x’ such that I/ x’- N(,f, x) 11 2/ 11 .x 11 z < 6, and if [’ is the zero associated to x’, 
we ger 
A generalization of the main theorem of Shub and Smale in [6] for approximate 
Newton iteration follows: 
Theorem 10. Assume that N = N aff, N proj or N pSeu. Let @ and ii be given by Theorems 7, 
8 or 9, respectively. 
Let (.f;,j,) be a path in Xd x @“‘I, so that f;(i,)=O. Let p>kmax(/~(f;,i,)) be finite. 
Let 1/>fD3’* p. Let z0 verify dp,,j(zo,i”)dul~. Let (ti) be a sequence SUC~Z that 
dp,,j(.f,Z,f;,_I)< d <2(&/~7). Let (zi) veGi> (II zi+ 1 -N(.f,,_,, zi)lla/ II zi II 2166 ~(UP’7). 
Then dproj(zi, {,,)<Uf, and hence CC(,T,,, zi)dcC. 
In particular, if the length of the path,f, is bounded by L, then ~((L;L~D~/*/C() steps 
of approximate Newton iteration with error less than $(C/D3”ji) suffices to.follow the 
path (fi, i,) and obtain a zero off, 
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3. Estimates on p 
Let the generalized Newton operator N be one of Naff, NPToj or NpSeu. Let zi be 
a sequence of points satisfying 
for some (5 20. In the affine case N = Naff, assume furthermore that V(zi) = V(Zi + 1 ). 
This follows from the hypothesis of Theorem 2 according to which the first coordin- 
ates of all the ii are equal. 
The case 6 = 0 represents the exact iteration Zi + 1 = N (L zi). For notational conveni- 
ence, we will write: 
u,Jzi+l-iil12~,, 
I 
//zillZ “’ 
$(u)= 1 +2u2-4~. 
The following bounds are obvious, since yi> 1: 
lIzi+ II2 
-< 1 +ui; 
lIzill 
lIzill l 
lIzi+* I12’1-ui’ 
(1) 
(2) 
Let p(z) be the projection of @ ‘+ ’ into the n-plane V(z), in the direction of ker Df‘(z). 
(We assume that Df(z) has rank n.) Let p(z’,z) be the restriction of p(z) to V(z’). Let 
K be a constant, ti > II p(Zi, Zi+ 1) /I 2 for all i. In the cases N = N proj and N = N pse”, we 
require the stronger condition K 2 I/ p(zi + 1) II 2. 
If we are using N = N aff, we have V(zi)= V(zi+ 1), hence can take K= 1. 
If we are using N = NpSeu, then by construction we have that I’(Zi) I kerDf(zJ. It 
follows that we can also take K= 1. Later on, we will bound K in the case N = Nproj. 
The idea of the proof of the quadratic convergence theorem will be to show that, 
under certain circumstances, pi+ I < 46’. 
We start with 
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Lemma 2. Under the conditions above, 
lIzi/12 (1-ui~z6~K lIzill leui 
Bi+1--k.2 IlZi+lll2~ ’ lIZif /I2 $(ui)~i(pi+a)‘. 
Proof of Lemma 2. In order to prove Lemma 2, we break fli+ 1 as follows: 
1 
’ lIzi+ II2 ~ II Df(zi+ 111 V(z,+,)-lDf(Zi+ 1 )I V(z,) II2 
’ II Df(zi+ 1 )I l’(:,)-lDf(zi)l b’(z-,) II2 II Df(zi+ 1 )I V(z,)- ‘.ftzi+ 1) 112. (3) 
Part 1. Df(zi+ l)lr/(z,+,)-lD,f(zi+ l)l~(~,) is the projection p(zi,zi+ i) from V(z,) into 
V(Zi+ i) in the direction ker Df(zi+ i). It follows that its norm is bounded by K 
/IDf(Zi+l),C’(:,_,)~1D~(Zi+l)lV(~,)/12~K. 
Part 2. We first write 
(4) 
Df(Zi)/ v(.,)- ’ Df(Zi+ I )I v(z,)=I + C k Df(zi)lv(z,)-lDkf(zi) k! (zj+ 1 -Zi)k-l. k>Z 
We obtain the inequality 
It follows that 
II Df(zi+ 1 )I V(z,)- ’ D.f(zi)l V(z,) II 2 6 
1 (1 -Ui)’ 
2-(1/(1 --Ui)‘)~ I 
(5) 
Part 3. We expand 
Df(zi)lV(i,)m ‘ftzi+ l)=Df(zi)lV(z,) - ‘f(zi)+Df(zi)~ V(z,)- lDf(zi)(zi+ 1 -Zi) 
+c 
Df(zi)i v(z,)- lDk.f(zi)(Zi+ 1 _zi)k, 
ka2 
k! 
Since (by hypothesis) zi+i cannot be at distance more than /I zi /I26 of 
Zi - Df(zi)\ v(z,)- ‘f(zi), the projection of zi+ 1 into I’(Zi) cannot be at distance more 
than K I/ Zi I/ 28 of the projection of zi-Df(zi)l v(_,)- ‘f(zi). Thus 
IIDf(zi)l I’(?,)- ‘f(zi)+Df(zi)l v(;,)-‘of(Zi)(Zi+l -Zi) 112 <Kb Ij Zi 112. 
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For the terms of order 22, we have 
II c of(zi)l~(~,)-lDk.f(zi)(Zi+l_zi~k ka2 k! I/ 2 
d 1 
( 
IIzi+l-zil12 
k>2 
d &llzi+I~zil12 
L 
< ~(Bi+6)llziI/2~ 
I 
Hence, we obtain 
IIDf(zi)~~(z,)~1f(~i+1)l12~I- ,vui(Bi+G)IIZiI12+KijIIZiI12- 
Putting all together. Inserting bounds (4-6) into inequality (3), we get 
(6) 
Hence, 
P”lp(fiK 
2(1-ui)2 
1 
II zi II 2 1 -Ui 
Gt”i) 
dG~Kqgi(fli+d)Z. 
This proves Lemma 2. 0 
4. Estimates on y 
Note that in the statement above, we do not require I/ zi+ 1 - N(zi) /I 2/ II Zi 11 2 < 6. 
Proof of Lemma 3. We first estimate 
of(zi+l)lY(;,+,)-lDkf(Zi+l) 
k! I/ 
. By estimates 
2 
(4) and (5), we have 
II of(zi+l)lV(z,+,)-lDkf(Zi+l) k! II 2 
_..K (1--ui)2 of(zi)lV(z,)-lDkf(Zi+l) 
’ *(Ui) II 
k! II 2 
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Moreover. 
D.~(zi)l I’(z )-’ Dkf(Zi+ 1) 
‘k! II 2 
< c Df‘(zi)l C~(2,)-‘Dk+‘.T(Zi) \ II k!l! II l/zi+l-zill~ 1>0 2 
a 
k+l!(yi)k-‘uf 
i30 k!l! IIziil:-’ 
Thus, 
Df(Zi+l)lV(:,+,)-lDkf(Zi+l) 
k! 
<k’ r:-’ 
2 ’ IC/(Ui)(l-Ui)k-111ZiIIk2~1’ 
Using tj(Ui)< 1, ~2 1 and extracting the (k- 1)th root, we obtain: 
5. Estimates on a 
In this section, we prove Theorems 1,2, 5 and 6. Combining Lemma 2, Eq. (2) and 
Lemma 3, we obtain the following result: 
Lemma 4. Under the hypotheses and notations of Lemma 2: 
i 
,ILUi 
Bi+lpK mfi 
> 
:i+~~ti2~(~i)2(Bi+6)2y:. 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 5. If we make 6 = 0, Lemma 4 reads 
(7) 
Assume that we are in the hypotheses of Theorems 1 or 5. Then K= 1. Also, ui=mi. 
Assume by induction that aib l/8, we obtain Icl(ui)>O.531> l/2 and Eq. (7) 
implies: 
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By induction, C(i~2-=‘-= and hence: 
Bidai~2-2’-2, 
d,,,j(zi,[)< 1 Pi<2Zi<2P2’-1. 
jai 
This proves Theorems 1 and 5. 0 
Lemma 4 allows us to prove the following statement. 
Lemma 5. Assuming the hypotheses of Lemma 2, and using the same notation, let 
I/~i+~~N~zi~ll~/llZil/2~~~6~o~~B~+6~Y~~1/8~ and suppose that for 6 # 0,O < i <j we 
have 
Pi+13 
1 +K2(1 -Ui)/$(Ui)fi 
4~(Ui)‘/K* - 1 ’ 
(8) 
where the denominator is positive. 
Then (/?J~+~ +c?)Y~+~ ~4((pi+S)yi)2, and hence (fij+6)yj<2-2’-‘. This U~SO implies 
j3j<2-2’P2, and d,,,j(zj,[)<2-2’-‘, where [ is a zero off 
Proof of Lemma 5. Eq. (8) is the same as 
Plugging this formula in Lemma 4, we obtain 
(Pi+1 +6)Yi+l~4((Pi+6)Yi)2. q 
Lemma 5 means that in the conditions of Theorems 2,4 and 6, as long as 6 is small 
enough relatively to /I, we have quadratic convergence. We still have to prove that as 
soon as we are no more in the conditions of Lemma 5, the sequence Zi gets trapped in 
a disk of radius 66 over [. 
Lemma 6. IfEq. (8) is not true, and ui~ l/16, then Bi+l <eK46. 
Proof of Lemma 6. 
/ji+l< 
l+K2(1-Ui)/$(Ui)6< 1+$ti2 
4~(Ui)2/Ic2 - 1 
&& 0 
‘9/4K2- 1 15 
Lemma 7. Let [ be a zero off: Let the disk D of center [ and radius 2k& k > 3, verij”y for 
each ZED the condition y(f,z)<T, with (k+l)Td<O.l. Let B(zi)<K~, zi~D. Then 
/3(Zi+l)<(kK/6+2K2)6. In particular, ifK= 1, p(zi+l)<k6 and zi+lED. 
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Proof of Lemma 7. According to Lemma 2, 
lIzill ldui 
pi+ldKpp 
II :i+ 1 II2 tiC”i) 
lIzi/ (1-Ui)2g, 
“u’i(Bi+6)2+K2 I,zi+l ll2 $(ui) 
Using Eq. (2) 
K2(l-Ui)6 
r((k+ 1)6)2+ Ic/(ui) 
d 
Using (k-t l)r6<0.1, we get $((k+ l)r6)>0.6, hence 
This proves Lemma 7. 0 
Lemma 8. Let u=u(/Iz-z~/I~/~Iz~/I~)~~~~~. Then ~(~)<1.52~~~i. 
For the proof, we use Lemma 3 and Eq. (1) according to which 
l’(z) G 
K(1 +u) 
I+@)(1 -$. 
If ub l/16, then $(u)>3/4 and 
4x 17 
y(z)<- 
3x 15 
K’,li < 1.52~~ . 0 
Proof of Theorems 2 and 6. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2 (resp. of Theorem 6). 
Let k = 3. Let US fixj such that pi > k6 for i <j and pj+ 1 < kd. Let D be the disk of radius 
2k6 over C. Assuming that CQ<$, Lemma 2 implies that dproj(zir [)<2fl,. Indeed, by 
applying Lemma 2 to the exact Newton iteration starting from zi, one would obtain 
(9) 
Therefore, [ is at distance at most 2pj of zj, and all points in D are within distance 
4pj of zj. We have to consider several cases: 
General case: j> 1. In that case, c~~<4a,2 < l/64. If ZED is scaled properly, 
( ~/z-~~~/~/~~z~I/~)~~~~c(~~ l/16. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 8 and obtain 
1/(z) < 1.52tiyj. 
We fix r < 2yj. We also have (k + 1)TS < 2Uj(k + 1)/k < 3rj < 0.1. Hence, we apply 
Lemma 7 by induction, and conclude that zj+ 1, Zj+ 2, . . . belong to D. 
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Special cases: j = 0 and j does not exist (this means that /I0 < 36). The case j = 0 is the 
more difficult, so we prove only this case. The proof of the other case is similar. 
We claim that r = 4y, verifies maxD y < 2yi <4y, = r. Indeed, u0 < l/16, hence by 
Lemma 8, yi <2y,. The distance from zr to any point of D is bounded by 4k6, and 
4k6y, G8k6y, < l/16. We can use Lemma 8 again, and conclude that 
max,y(z)<Zyr <4y,. Thus, we can set r=4y0. 
In order to use Lemma 7, we have to check that (k + l)r6 ~0.1. This amounts to 
check that 4(k+ l)y,6 ~0.1. This follows from the hypothesis on y06. Thus, we use 
Lemma 7 by induction, and conclude that z~+~ED. 0 
Theorems 2 and 6 are now proved. In order to prove Theorems 3 and 4 we still need 
to be able to bound K. 
6. Estimates on K 
We prove here Theorems 3 and 4. Let zi be a sequence such that 
/lZi+l-NP'oj(Zi)I12 
II z.i II 2 
66, s30. 
Assume that Eproj -(pproJ +d)yp’o’ <cCo, ~2, a constant no more than l/32. 
Since ~pse”(Z~)~<pro~(Z~)~<p’o~(Z~)~<Clg, it follows from equation (12) that there is 
a zero [ at distance of zi no more than 2PpSe” (Zi)~2a,/yPs’“(zi)~ 1/16yPse”(Zi). 
Lemma 9. In the conditions above. 
IIP(zi+I)l12G 
1 
Jl -(9.12a,/$(4.56E0))2’ 
Proof of Lemma 9. Let us scale i so that Ill 11 z = 1. Also, we can scale zi so that 
zi~i + i ‘. Let US choose ygker Df(zi + 1 ). By similarity of triangles, 
We now estimate dproj( y, zi+ i ). We set 
We apply Lemma 8 to obtain 
Also, 
IIzi+~~~lI~~II”i+~~~illZ+I/-*i~~ll~ lIzill. 
II i II2 Ilillz II i II2 
~11511(Bi+S+28i)~3(Bj+sr 
2 
Hence, 
u= Ilzi+I-ill2 
II i II2 
-!Pse”(<) 64.56&,, i 
We can scale J so that we can write Y=[=J’, y1 I [. then cI,,,~(~;[)< 11~” 112. By 
the choice of 4: 
o.f’(Zi+1)Y=Df’(Zj+l)(i+!,‘)=O. 
Expanding D.f around [, we obtain 
D.f(iK+h+ k (Zi+l-<)kpl(;+yl)=O. 
I,22 
Obviously, Df<=O; we apply Df(=i+ 1 )+ to the equation, and obtain 
yl+c k D.f(i)+Dkf‘(i) 
k! 
(Zi+l-i)k-l(i+yl)=O. 
I,22 
Now, we have 
~Ck,,(i)k-l(~,+l_i)k-l 
i I 
2 
Thus, 
dproj(J’, i) G II Y 
Putting all together, 
L llzd 
1/(1-c)2-I 2-v 2c 
2-l/(1 -c)2~j5c~~0. 
and Lemma 9 is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. We check numerically (using Lemma 9) that for 5, = I /32, we 
have K d 1.26. 
Also, ti ‘/I,@~)~ < 2.06 < 4. 
ai+r<4c&1/32. 
And this proves Theorem 
so Eq. (7) gives 
3. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Using K < 1.2567, Lemmas 6-8 become 
Lemma 10. If Eq. (11) is not true, and Ui < l/16, then /Ii+ 1 <4.666 < 56. 
Lemma 11. Let [ be a zero off: Let the disk D of center i and radius 2k6, k 3 4, verify for 
each ZED the condition y(f;z)bT, with (k+l)r6<0.1. Let P(zi)<k6, ziED. Then 
/3(zi+,)6(kti/6+2K2)6. then fl(Zi+l)<k6 and Zi+ l~D. 
Lemma 12. Let ~=(~~Z-Zi112)/1/zi~l2)yid~. Then ~(~)<1.52Kyi<1.92<2. 
At this time, we set k = The same proof of Theorems and 6 applies by word 
to 4. 
Proof of the robustness results 
Proof of Lemma 1. The first estimate is easy. The second follows from 
1*(g,i)=p(Q,i)= /I&I Ilk Il(diag(&1’2 llill:-“‘)D(ns(i)),~(;,)-‘II2 
d II h Ilk II (diddim 1’2 II i lI~pd’)Ws(i))l v,,;,)Y1 112. 
Then we proceed as in [6], using Lemma 5 of III-l. q 
Bounds on cl(f;x): Let us put ourselves in the conditions of Theorems 7, 8 or 9. 
By hypothesis, (/I x-i /12/11 i l12)6U. Also, we assume that U-C l/16. 
The following estimate is very similar to Lemma 2. 
Lemma 13. 
B(.f;x)<K(l_u)(‘-u)P(~r)+Kd,,,j(X,i) Ilill2 
\ 
rc/(U) II x II2 . 
Proof of Lemma 13. Using the fact that ( II x-i l/2/ll i I( 2)y(i) d 17, we can write, using 
Parts 1 and 2 of the proof of Lemma 2, 
Expanding the last term into its Taylor series, we obtain 
l~~f(i)ivc;,~‘f(x)ll2~II~f(i)~~~~j-1f(i)+~f(i),~,i~-1Df(i)(x-~)l12 
+ c II Df(i)~r-rrl-lDkf(;)(x_i)'_l ka2 k! II 2 
<IIiII2(B(.f,i)+Kdproj(x~i))+lIiII2 & dproj (x2 i ). 
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Therefore, 
B(.f.x)+$l -U) 
(1 -U)/I(f;<)+((l -~)~+U)dproj(X,i) 
Yw 
+g(l-ti) (l-u)B(f;i)+~d,,,j(x,i) 
ti(U) 
This proves Lemma 13. 3 
Lemma 3 gives 
Using Lemma 13 together with the previous estimate, we obtain 
Lemma 14. 
Z(1;X)<ti2 
(1 -ti)r(f;[)+!CU 
$(ti)2 
Now we use Lemma 2 and obtain 
Lemma 15. 
P(.LX’)<K ~ ‘Ix1’2 l -r(LX)a(.l;x)~(.f;x). 
II x’ II 2 w4.L co) 
Proof of Theorems 7 and 9. We first set ti = 1. Let us assume for a while that 
(1 -u)z+u 
V@)* 
< l/32. 
It follows from Lemma 14 that u(A x)< l/8, and Lemma 15 implies 
Hence 
P(.Lx’)G &(l -ti)(l-;();+ti+. 
Hence, in order to obtain p(,f; x’) < U/2?, we need 
(10) 
(11) 
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Numerically, we can verify that U = 0.05 and Cc = 0.02 make conditions (10) and (11) 
true, proving Theorems 7 and 9. 0 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let us assume now that 
Kz(1-u)37+tiu 
*GV 
<l/32. 
It follows from Lemma 14 that a(f; x) < l/32, and from Lemma 15 we obtain 
Hence 
A do.04 and 
&Ap < 0.04. 
We use Lemma 1 
Now we can apply Corollary 1, and conclude that dproj(zi, [,,)<(tily). 0 
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